
Get inspired. Find your courage. Make it yours.

What makes you YOU? In AW12, Monki wants to start a conversation about personality. The 
collection is a treasury of inspirations to help you find the courage to create an entirely 
personal expression that truly reflects who you are. 

“It’s about individuality”, says head designer Tallulah Topac. “It’s not just about the clothes, 
but about the person inside them. When clothes meet person, magic happens. These are 
clothes looking for a wearer.”  

The preview collection has been selected from the first two trends of AW12. Pre-season, the 
influence of the unpredictable and willfully creative contemporary craft movement can be 
read in the bright colours, the quirky mix’n’match details such as jeweled collars and playful 
print mixes, and in the eclectic fabric choices ranging from knits and woven chiffons to 
flowing jerseys and leather. 

Next come a number of bold pieces in graphic black and white. Knits and stretch jerseys 
provide a canvas for a wild monochrome riff – squares, lines, tartan checks, hound’s-tooth, 
optical striping and contrast trim. The accessories have a pared-down, modernist feel and 
include ostrich leather finishes, patent accents, and deep-crowned hats.

Tallulah continues: “We want to work with you on creating something that’s unique to you. 
The collection is a starting point, and then it’s up to you to style, layer, combine, customize – 
grab some scissors and cut it up, if you want to. Get inspired. Make it yours.“

The rest of the season roams from winter comfort with American overtones, with New 
England college flannels, cosy traditional knits, Inca prints and wolves, to 
a soft pastel blizzard of fake fur, mohair and lurex, and finally the dark glitter of the sequins, 
velvet and lace of the glamorous 70's-inspired festive season, a late-night riot of metallics, 
sequins, deep teal blue and intense purple.

Monki presents the AW12 preview collection as a set of loose images, like boxed 
photographer’s prints. The photos are by Ruvan Wijesooriya, known for his vivid 
contemporary portraits of partygoers, rock stars and other ordinary people. He has shot for 
many noted publications including L'Officiel and British Vogue. 

After the shoot in NYC, Ruvan decided to make the Monki AW12 photos the focus of an 
exclusive exhibition at the Snickarbacken7 gallery in Stockholm.



Technology Comes To Life in Monki’s SS13 Collection

Monki's SS13 collection is inspired by the four ancient elements - air, water, earth and fire - 
and one brand new one: technology. The fifth element was inspired by the observation that 
people no longer think of nature and technology as opposites. Instead, technology is a natural 
part of our world just as the other four have always been. 

"I am so inspired by the way people live so naturally with computers and screens and chips 
and cables," explains Head of Design Tallulah Topac. "Technology gives us so many new 
opportunities to be creative and to express ourselves in new ways and new materials, and I 
wanted the collection to reflect the excitement of that."  

The collection consists of five trends, one for each element. Air is represented by a soft, 
cloudy colour palette - mint greens, petrol blue and creamy grey - and fabrics full of holes, 
such as lace, fine knits and broderie anglaise. The intensity of fire comes through in hot 
monochrome abstract and digital prints, while the water trend is all about shades of blue, and 
patterns inspired by reflections, dye baths and rain clouds. Earth, finally, takes its colours 
from the southern hemispheres and its patterns from world traditional crafts, creating a 
vibrant fusion that will culminate just as summer reaches its height.

The pieces from the technology element are scattered throughout the season. In this 
trend, there are new materials - clear plastics, sequins, sheers, and unexpected textures - and 
a palette of colours that ranges from intense pinks, corals, limes and yellows to beige, grey 
and white.

As always, all the prints used in the collection are designed in Monki's own illustration studio 
by print designers Ellen Berggren Oberg och Karolina Kling. 

Images of the collection will be featured in noted fashion magazine Stockholm S/S/A/W as a 
result of a creative collaboration between Monki, S/S/A/W and photographers Boe Marion. 


